Half-day Seminar on

Patent Filing and Prosecution in USA:
Tips and Pointers for Startups and Inventive Companies
(including Get-together of the Pune Inventors Network)
- Organized by IPFACE, Venture Center & IP Group, NCL Innovations -
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Overview of the US Patent Law; Differences with respect to Indian law
Strategies for drafting and filing patents in the US (esp where the priority document
is filed in India) for designs, software/ algorithms, biological systems etc (Note:
Startup who have technology which can be patented and protected better under
US law will find this useful—ex, software startups.)
· Overview of patent prosecution in the US including case studies
· Best practices for patent filing and prosecution
· Models for engaging US patent attorneys/firms for optimizing quality and cost
· IPFACE, Venture Center
· Metayage IP Strategy Consulting LLP
· IP Group, CSIR-NCL
· CEOs/CTOs of innovative technology startups, In-house IP counsel
· Research/ Science Managers/ CSOs in Research Organizations/ Universities
· Students of IPR
· IP professionals
· Individual Inventors
Monday, 19 Feb 2018 | 3 pm – 6 pm
Soma Chattopadhyay
Lecture Theatre, Venture Center
100 NCL Innovation Park, Dr Homi Bhabha Road, Pahan, Pune- 8
Logistical queries
Ms. Lipika Biswas | 020-25865877 | eventsdesk@venturecenter.co.in
Free talk; Open for all

COST

Register here: http://bit.ly/2nzCwDz
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Introductions and seminar overview
Overview of the US Patent Law; Differences with respect to Indian law
Strategies for drafting and filing patents in the US (esp where the priority
document is filed in India) for designs, software/ algorithms, biological systems
etc. Timing, sequencing, etc

Overview of patent prosecution in the US including case studies. Best practices
for patent filing and prosecution
Models for engaging US patent attorneys/firms for optimizing quality and cost
Q&A
Closure

Arjun Bala

Workshop speaker’s and company profile
Arjun Bala
Arjun Bala, Managing partner, Metayage IP Strategy Consulting LLP

Arjun Bala

IP Strategy consultant, Entrepreneur, Certified Patent Valuation Analyst (CPVA), Patent agent, IITian,
Blogger & Speaker
Arjun is a Patent Agent with over 13 years experience in US and India Patent Prosecution, IP Strategy
Consulting, and Patent Portfolio Management. He is also the founder of the "Innovation in Tech"
working group at Tech London Advocates, India. After graduating from IIT Bombay in 2003, he started
his career in patents at IRCC, IIT Bombay. Prior to founding Metayage IP in 2006, he held key
entrepreneurial roles, being the first hire at, and starting India operations for a US IP law firm where he
prepared US patent applications for Silicon Valley startups and MNCs with R&D centers in Bangalore,
and headed the IP practice at a global legal services company. At Metayage IP, Arjun has prepared and
prosecuted hundreds of patent applications in the US and India. He has been a speaker at IP
Conferences by CII, FICCI, LES, TiE, Global IP Convention, IP Leadership forum, and at various startup
incubators and universities. He is also an IP Consultant for SINE, IIT Bombay and serves on the IP
committee at IIIT-Hyderabad.
Metayage IP Strategy Consulting LLP is an IP firm specializing in patent prosecution in the US and India,
Patent strategy, and Patent Intelligence services. The firm also provides Trademark, Copyright and
Design registration services. The firm has offices in Bangalore, Hyderabad, Pune, Chennai, Coimbatore,
Cochin, and Vellore. Most of the firm’s clients are technology companies and research institutions that
have a presence in India that the firm assists with obtaining patent protection around the world. The
team includes patent attorneys, a trade mark attorney and attorney-at-law, and technology specialists
from Electronics, Information Technology, Mechanical, Biotechnology and Chemistry backgrounds.
The patent strategy practice of the firm has it donning the mantle of an in-house or an extended inhouse patent department. Metayage has pioneered a unique model of high quality strategic as well as
cost effective US patent portfolio building from India, by preparing US patent applications in India and
collaborating with multiple US patent law firms for independent quality reviews and filing, which is
being leveraged by startup companies as well as multinational corporations.
More info on: http://www.metayage.com

About the Organizers
IPFACE aims to promote awareness and adoption of intellectual property rights amongst
entrepreneurs and MSMEs in India while also making accessible high-quality IP services and
resources. IPFACE is a project of the Venture Center supported by the Ministry of Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises, Government of India and National Chemical Laboratory, Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research, India.
For more information about IPFACE services, visit www.ipface.org
The National Chemical Laboratory, India is a research, development and consulting organization
with focus on chemistry and chemical engineering. It has a successful record of research
partnership with industry. NCL Innovations is resource center of NCL that supports, promotes and
champions the cause of technology innovations within NCL.
For more information about NCL Innovations & IP group NCL, visit http://www.nclinnovations.org/
Entrepreneurship Development Center (Venture Center) – a CSIR initiative – is a Section 25
company hosted by the National Chemical Laboratory, Pune. Venture Center strives to nucleate
and nurture technology and knowledge-based enterprises by leveraging the scientific and
engineering competencies of the institutions in the Pune region in India. The Venture Center is a
technology business incubator supported by the Department of Science & Technology’s National
Science & Technology Entrepreneurship Development Board (DST-NSTEDB). Venture Center’s
focuses on technology enterprises offering products and services exploiting scientific expertise in
the areas of materials, chemicals and biological sciences & engineering.
For more information, visit www.venturecenter.co.in

Supported by
BioIncubator at Venture Center was created with support from DBT-BIRACunder the Bioincubator
Support Scheme. It has been conceptualized to helpinnovators in the spectrum of biomass,
bioengineering, bio informatics, biomed& agro based industries to ease their enterprises into the
ecosystem. Alongwith infrastructural support in the form of biosciences labs & office spaces,
theBioIncubator also provides advisory services, referrals, scientific support, libraryand information
services, Intellectual property services, seed funding & accessto talks, workshops & technical
training programs.
For more information about BioIncubator at Venture Center:
www.bioincubator.venturecenter.co.in
National Chemical Laboratory (CSIR-NCL), Pune, established in 1950, is a constituent laboratory of
Council of Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). CSIR-NCL is a science and knowledge based
research, development and consulting organization. It is internationally known for its excellence in
scientific research in chemistry and chemical engineering as well as for its outstanding track record
of industrial research involving partnerships with industry from concept to commercialization. For
more details: http://www.ncl-india.org/

